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Abstract—The performance of information retrieval algo-
rithms depends upon the availability of ground truth labels
annotated by experts. This is an important prerequisite, and
difficulties arise when the annotated ground truth labels are
incorrect or incomplete due to high levels of degradation. To
address this problem, this paper presents a simple method to
perform on-the-fly annotation of degraded historical handwritten
text in ancient manuscripts. The proposed method aims at
quick generation of ground truth and correction of inaccurate
annotations such that the bounding box perfectly encapsulates
the word, and contains no added noise from the background or
surroundings. This method will potentially be of help to historians
and researchers in generating and correcting word labels in
a document dynamically. The effectiveness of the annotation
method is empirically evaluated on an archival manuscript
collection from well-known publicly available datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Libraries and cultural organisations contain valuable
manuscripts from ancient times that are to be digitised for
preservation and protection from degradation over time. How-
ever, digitisation and automatic recognition of handwritten
archival manuscripts is a challenging task. Unlike modern
machine-printed documents that have simple layouts and
common fonts, ancient handwritten documents have complex
layouts and paper degradation over time. They commonly
suffer from variability in writing behaviour and degradations
such as ink bleed through, faded ink, wrinkles, stained paper,
missing data, poor contrast, warping effects or even noise due
to lighting variation during document scanning. Such issues
hamper manuscript readability and pose difficulties for experts
in generating ground truth annotations that are essential for
information retrieval algorithms.
Efforts have been made towards automatic generation of
ground truth in the literature [1], [2], [3]. Some popular tools
include TrueViz[4], PerfectDoc [5], PixLabeler [6], GEDI
[7], Aletheia [8], WebGT [9] and TEA [10]. However, most
of these tools and methods are not suitable for annotating
historical datasets. For example, PixLabeler and TrueViz are
useful for labeling documents with regular elements or OCR
text, rather than historical documents with handwritten text.
Typically, these tools are hardware specific, with strict system
requirements for configuration and installation. For example,
TrueViz is a Java based tool for editing and visualising ground
truth for OCR, and uses labels in XML format. GEDI is
a highly configurable tool with XML-based metadata. Most
of these methods represent ground truth with imprecise and
inaccurate bounding boxes, as discussed in [11], and are
suitable for a certain application. For example, PerfectDoc is
commonly used for document correction instead of ground
truth generation.
To address these issues, this paper presents a simple method
for quickly annotating degraded historical handwritten text on-
the-fly. The proposed text annotation method allows a user
to view a document page, select the desired word to be
labeled with simple drag-and-drop feature, and generate the
corresponding bounding box annotation. In the next step, it
automatically adjusts and corrects user generated bounding
box annotation, such that the word perfectly fits in the bound-
ing box and contains no added noise from the background or
surroundings.
This method can help historians and computer scientists in
generating and correcting ground truth corresponding to words
in a document dynamically. Also, the method can potentially
benefit the research community working on document image
analysis and recognition based applications where ground
truth is indispensable for method evaluation. For example,
in a keyword spotting scenario [12], if a ground truth label
corresponding to a query word is missing or is inaccurate,
the proposed method can be used for quick generation or
correction of annotations on-the-fly.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
various document image annotation methods available in lit-
erature. Section III explains the proposed word annotation
algorithm in detail. Section IV demonstrate the efficacy of
the proposed method on two well-known historical document
datasets. Section V concludes the paper.
II. DOCUMENT ANNOTATION METHODS AND TOOLS
Several document image ground truth annotation methods
and tools have been suggested in literature. An approach
for automatic generation of ground truth for image analysis
systems is proposed in [2]. Generated ground truth contains
information related to layout structure, formatting rules and
reading order. An XML-based page image representation
framework PAGE (Page Analysis and Ground-truth Elements)
was proposed in [1]. Problems related to ground truth design,
representation and creation are discussed in [3]. However,
these methods are not suitable for annotating degraded his-
torical datasets with complex layouts.
Ground truth can be automatically generated using popular
tools. The earliest tool was Pink Panther [13] that allows a
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Fig. 1: Detailed view of the Esposalles Database [14]. Figure
best viewed in color.
user to annotate document image with simple mouse clicks.
TrueViz[4] is a commonly used Java based tool for editing
and visualising ground truth for OCR text, and is not suitable
for handwritten historical documents annotation. PerfectDoc
[5] is a tool used for document correction, with possible
application to ground truth generation. One of the most
popular document labeling tools is PixLabeler [6]. It uses a
Java based user interface for annotating documents at pixel
level. Like Pink Panther, TrueViz and PerfectDoc, PixLabeler
works well on simple documents only and perform poorly on
historical handwritten document images [11]. The tool GEDI
[7] supports multiple functionalities such as merging, splitting
and ordering. It is a highly configurable document annotation
tool. The advanced tool Aletheia is proposed in [8] for accurate
and cost effective ground truth generation of large collection
of document images. The first web-based annotation tool,
WebGT [9], provides several semi-automatic tools for annotat-
ing degraded documents and has gained prominence recently.
An interesting prototype called Text Encoder and Annotator
(TEA) is proposed in [10] that annotates manuscripts using
semantic web technologies.
However, these tools require specific system requirements
for configuration and installation. Most of these tools and
methods are either not suitable for annotating historical hand-
written datasets, or represent ground truth with imprecise and
inaccurate bounding boxes [11]. For example, Fig. 1 shows a
detailed view of the Esposalles Database [14]. It can be clearly
observed that the annotation for word pages (blue bounding
box) is inaccurate and misses certain parts of characters p and
g. Similarly, the annotation for the word Mas is imprecise
and the database is missing annotations for several words. This
paper takes into account such issues, and proposes a simple
and fast method for dynamically annotating degraded historical
handwritten text on-the-fly.
III. ON-THE-FLY TEXT ANNOTATION
The proposed on-the-fly text annotation method allows the
user to generate word annotations dynamically with simple
drag-and-drop gesture. The algorithm finds the extent of the
word and automatically adjusts the bounding box such that the
word is perfectly encapsulated and is noise-free. For example,
Fig. 2 shows the user marked word in the red bounding box,
and the green bounding box depicts the corrected annotation
generated by the proposed method. The general framework of
the proposed method is described in Fig. 5.
The algorithm begins with the extraction of a larger bound-
ing box area than the user selected region in order to be
Fig. 2: An example illustrating the annotation for the word
rebere´. The red bounding box represents the user marked label.
The algorithm finds the extent of the word and automatically
adjusts the bounding box (green) such that the word is
perfectly encapsulated. Figure best viewed in color.
Fig. 3: Example of connected components extraction and
labeling of the word. Figure best viewed in color.
Fig. 4: Example of a case with blue bounding box selection
that lies ∼5% inside the example word. The red bounding box
denotes the user annotated label. Figure best viewed in color.
able to capture strokes that go beyond the selected borders.
The height of the selected word is chosen as a base for
area calculation. This is because the height of the selected
word is approximately same across all the words in a line.
The width of the selected word is also taken into account as
the number of characters may vary in different words. The
algorithm enhances the bounding box by one-third increase in
height along the x-axis and two-third increase in height along
the y-axis.
In order to separate the word from noisy background,
Gaussian filtering based background removal is performed.
This is followed by connected components extraction from
the word image, as highlighted in Fig. 3 for an example word
rebere´. There is also some noise around the word that needs
to be removed in order to avoid error in the calculation of
bounding box for the extent of the word. This is done by
determining whether each individual component covers a large
enough area inside the word. Fig. 4 depicts a case where the
blue bounding box is selected that lies∼5% inside the example
word. If a connected component covers more than 1% of the
total area inside the rectangle region, it is considered to be
a part of the word. This is particularly important for the text
with strokes that extend beyond the marked rectangle. Strokes
from the adjacent lines and words should not be included in
the bounding box even if they are partially inside the labeled
region.
One can observe that the rightmost component (ere´) in Fig.
Fig. 5: General framework of the proposed on-the-fly text annotation method. For an input document, the user labels the query
word using a simple drag-and-drop gesture. The user annotated red bounding box is then automatically adjusted and corrected.
The output green bounding box represents an accurate noise-free annotation for the query word. Figure best viewed in color.
3 contains both foreground strokes and some bleed through
artifacts. The noise due to bleed through is efficiently removed
by thresholding the final result before generating the corrected
bounding box annotation.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
This section describes the datasets used in the experiments
and empirically evaluates the results obtained from the pro-
posed word annotation algorithm.
A. Dataset
The experiments were performed on the following two
publicly available datasets of varying complexity.
1) Esposalles dataset from the BH2M Database: A subset
of the Barcelona Historical Handwritten Marriages (BH2M)
database [15] i.e. the Esposalles dataset [14] is used for
experiments. BH2M consists of 244 books with information
on 550,000 marriages registered between 15th and 19th cen-
tury. The Esposalles dataset consists of historical handwritten
marriages records stored in archives of Barcelona cathedral,
written between 1617 and 1619 by a single writer in old
Catalan.
In total, there are 174 pages handwritten by a single author
corresponding to volume 69, out of which 50 pages are
selected from 17th century. The proposed method generates
a document page query and allows the user to label the de-
sired word with simple drag-and-drop gesture. For each word
annotated by the user, a bounding box corresponding to the
corrected annotation is generated as ground truth dynamically.
2) KWS-2015 Bentham dataset: The KWS-2015 Bentham
dataset, prepared in the tranScriptorium project [16], is
employed to test the effectiveness of the proposed method. It
is a challenging dataset consisting of 70 handwritten document
pages and 15,419 segmented word images from the Bentham
collection. The documents have been written by different
authors in varying styles, font-sizes, with crossed-out words.
The Bentham collection contains historical manuscripts on law
and moral philosophy handwritten by Jeremy Bentham (1748-
1832) over a period of 60 years, and some handwritten docu-
ments from his secretarial staff. This dataset was used in the
ICDAR2015 competition on keyword spotting for handwritten
documents (KWS-2015 competition) [17].
B. Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed word
annotation method, bounding box labeling correction is calcu-
lated as the difference in area (in pixels) between the original
ground truth available from dataset, and the method corrected
bounding box. Let the areas corresponding to the original
bounding box and the corrected bounding box be O and C,
respectively. The labeling correction is defined as:
Correction =| O − C | (1)
In the ideal case, the correction is 0. A higher value
corresponding to the correction indicates inaccuracy and im-
precision in the corresponding ground truth bounding box.
Since the proposed method allows users to generate missing
ground truth annotations on-the-fly, correction in user gener-
ated labels is also taken into account. Therefore, the correction
can also be defined as the percentage of difference in area
(in pixels) between the user annotated bounding box and the
corrected bounding box, relative to the larger bounding box,
as follows:
Correction =| U − C | (2)
Relative Correction (%) =
∣∣∣∣∣ U − Cmax(U,C)
∣∣∣∣∣× 100 (3)
where, U is the area corresponding to the user annotated
bounding box. The percentage of relative correction quanti-
TABLE I: Experimental results obtained on page 2 from the Esposalles dataset after performing bounding box correction for 10
sample query words. Relative correction (%) denotes the percentage of difference in area between the user annotated bounding
box and the corrected bounding box, relative to the larger bounding box. Area and correction values are in pixels, GT denotes
the ground truth.
Query word Original GT area (O) User annotated area (U) Corrected GT area (C) Correction = |O-C| Correction = |U-C| Relative correction (%)
rebere´ 6608 7749 5350 1258 2399 30.95
fill 4956 4400 4200 756 200 4.54
Anlefa N/A 8208 7410 - 798 9.72
pages 3960 6596 5278 1318 1318 19.98
franca N/A 6765 8384 - 1619 19.31
Candia N/A 4284 3496 - 788 18.39
habitant 8568 10336 8058 510 2278 22.03
popular N/A 6681 9520 - 2839 29.82
parayre N/A 6681 7080 - 399 5.63
eleonor N/A 7040 5520 - 1520 21.59
TABLE II: Experimental results obtained after performing bounding box correction on 10 sample query words from the
KWS-2015 Bentham dataset. Area and correction values are in pixels.
Page # Query word Original GT area (O) User annotated area (U) Corrected GT area (C) Correction = |O-C| Correction = |U-C| Relative correction (%)
2 cannot 9384 14490 8832 552 5658 39.04
4 subject 17556 25419 17264 292 8155 32.08
6 whereas 15096 23310 13400 1696 9910 42.51
6 power N/A 6027 9936 - 3909 39.34
7 number 15768 31185 14355 1413 16830 53.96
10 Law N/A 9944 15903 - 5964 37.50
13 though 17301 27776 17301 0 10475 37.71
13 knowlege N/A 14040 27405 - 13365 48.76
17 between 13980 23716 12095 1885 11621 49.00
20 demand N/A 11880 11834 - 46 0.38
TABLE III: Experimental results representing the ground truth
bounding box generated on random page 2 from the Esposalles
dataset with 4 test words. BB refers to Bounding Box, denoted
as [x-coordinate y-coordinate width height] of the rectangle.
Word Original BB User annotated BB Corrected BB
rebere´ [340 1455 118 56] [339 1463 123 63] [348 1459 107 50]
fill [1097 2082 84 59] [1050 1458 80 55] [1057 1464 70 60]
pages [803 981 88 45] [805 980 97 68] [807 988 91 58]
habitant [1103 758 168 51] [1109 747 152 68] [1112 757 158 51]
tatively signifies the word annotation correction achieved by
the proposed method.
Table I and Table II present word labeling correction results
corresponding to original ground truth from the dataset and
user annotated ground truth. In Table I, it can be observed
that ground truth is unavailable in the Esposalles dataset
for the query words Anlefa, franca, Candia, popular,
parayre and eleonor from page 2. However, ground truth is
dynamically generated for these words by user annotation on-
the-fly with automatic correction using the proposed method.
Similarly, Table II presents the efficacy of the proposed method
with reference to the KWS-2015 Bentham dataset where
ground truth is unavailable for the query words power on
page 6, Law on page 10, knowlege on page 13 and demand
on page 20. Table III and Table IV present rectangle bounding
box coordinates, [x-coordinate y-coordinate width height], for
ground truth from dataset, user annotated ground truth, and the
proposed method corrected ground truth for test query words.
Word annotation results on both datasets are visualised in
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The impact of the proposed word annotation
method is demonstrated by the difference in area covered by
the user annotated bounding box (in red) and the method
TABLE IV: Experimental results representing the ground truth
bounding box (BB) generated for 6 test words from the KWS-
2015 Bentham dataset.
Word Original BB User annotated BB Corrected BB
cannot [377 1027 204 46] [369 1018 210 69] [376 1028 192 46]
subject [306 3693 209 84] [289 3677 229 111] [305 3694 208 83]
whereas [542 2617 222 68] [546 2604 222 105] [562 2618 200 67]
number [1147 2136 292 54] [1144 2134 297 105] [1157 2135 261 55]
though [201 46 219 79] [202 22 224 124] [202 47 219 79]
between [881 2743 233 60] [876 2729 242 98] [892 2745 205 59]
corrected bounding box (in green). The proposed method
performs background removal on word images in order to
capture a noise free accurate representation of the query word.
The proposed method performs efficiently for the document
images from the Esposalles dataset, as can be seen in Fig. 6.
However, the algorithm will fail if the user generated bounding
box is too large, and captures multiple words and lines.
There are some test failure cases to be taken into account
with reference to the KWS-2015 Bentham dataset. To a certain
extent, the proposed method struggles in identifying very fine
and thin pen strokes on a degraded paper. This is because
thresholding is applied on the final result before generating
the corrected bounding box annotation to remove the noise
due to bleed through. The thresholding also removes very thin
segments of the word by mistaking it as noise. Therefore, the
proposed algorithm sometimes misses certain minor details of
the word. Some of the test failure cases are highlighted in Fig.
7, using the preprocessed images for better visualisation of
the challenging cases. For example, in Fig. 7(h), the proposed
method missed a small segment of the character e in the word
knowlege. The authors believe that this issue can be taken into
Fig. 6: Word annotation results on the Esposalles dataset with
10 sample query words. Red bounding box corresponds to user
annotated labels. Green bounding box corresponds to method
generated corrected labels. The final output is a cleaned word
with accurate annotation. Figure best viewed in color.
Fig. 7: Word annotation results on preprocessed document
images from the KWS-2015 Bentham dataset with 10 sample
query words. Red bounding box corresponds to user annotated
labels. Green bounding box corresponds to method generated
corrected labels. Figure best viewed in color.
account by using automatic thresholding for noise removal.
V. CONCLUSION
A simple and efficient method to perform on-the-fly an-
notation of degraded historical handwritten text is presented
in this paper. The novelty lies in dynamic generation of
noise-free ground truth bounding box labels and automatic
correction of inaccurate annotations for text in degraded his-
torical documents. The experimental results on well-known
datasets containing high levels of degradation demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method. As future work,
automatic thresholding and parameter optimisation will be
added to the algorithm, and the performance will be tested for
the generation of character annotations. The ideas presented
herein will be scaled to aid generation and correction of ground
truth annotations for heavily degraded archival databases.
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